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What are we going to cover?

Look to the future

Data wrangle static Web pages
from different sources

Explore a few of the mysteries of
CSS

Understand how to download web
pages
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Background

What is HTML?[3]

HTML is the standard markup
language for creating Web pages.

HTML stands for Hyper Text Markup Language

HTML describes the structure of Web pages
using markup

HTML elements are the building blocks of
HTML pages

HTML elements are represented by tags

HTML tags label pieces of content such as
”heading”, ”paragraph”, ”table”, and so on

Browsers do not display the HTML tags, but use
them to render the content of the page

Image from [3].
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Background

HTML tags have attributes

Attributes help the browser to
display tag related information
“correctly.”
Correctly can be dependent on
which browser is being used.

https://www.w3schools.com/

tags/ref_attributes.asp

https://www.w3schools.com/tags/ref_attributes.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/tags/ref_attributes.asp
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Background

How to manage the “look” of a company’s web pages?

HTML attributes can be used for
“branding.”[1]

Website Content

Overall Design and Layout

Use of Innovation

Image from [2].

We’re going to focus on design and layout.
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Background

Managing HTML attributes

HTML attributes on a few web pages can be managed by
hand.

HTML attributes on a few 10s of web pages might be
managed by hand.

HTML attributes on 1,000s of web pages can not be managed
by hand.

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are designed to work with
HTML pages.

HTML attributes can be written into the page, or can take
values from a CSS.

The browser renders the page based on the HTML attribute values
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Background

Same HTML, different CSSs

To do:

1 Load the page

2 Locate and press the
“Stylesheet . . . ” button

3 Repeat as desired

https://www.w3schools.com/

css/css_intro.asp

The same HTML tags can be rendered differently based on the
CSS.

https://www.w3schools.com/css/css_intro.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/css/css_intro.asp
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Background

Sample stylesheet 1.
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Background

Sample stylesheet 2.
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Background

Sample stylesheet 3.
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Background

Sample stylesheet 4.
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Background

Without a stylesheet.
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Background

Terminology

HTML uses tags and attributes. These are sometimes called
“elements.”

CSS uses selectors and declarations.

CSS declarations have two fields: property and value.

CSS selectors are used to “find” (or select) HTML elements
based on their name, id, class, attribute, and more1.

Amazon reports over 6,000 CSS books.

1https://www.w3schools.com/css/css_syntax.asp

https://www.w3schools.com/css/css_syntax.asp
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Examples

Start somewhere easy:

Bring up the ODU College of
Continuing Education and
Professional Development boot
camp web page.

https://www.odu.edu/cepd/

bootcamps

https://www.odu.edu/cepd/bootcamps
https://www.odu.edu/cepd/bootcamps
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Examples

Look at the HTML tags (elements)

Right click on the page and
select “View page source”

https://www.odu.edu/cepd/

bootcamps

https://www.odu.edu/cepd/bootcamps
https://www.odu.edu/cepd/bootcamps
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Examples

Find the style sheet references

Execute a CTRL-F to locate the
string: stylesheet

https://www.odu.edu/cepd/

bootcamps

https://www.odu.edu/cepd/bootcamps
https://www.odu.edu/cepd/bootcamps
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Examples

Looking at a CSS

Click on one of the links near the
string “stylesheet”

https://www.odu.edu/etc/

designs/odu/clientlibs/

libs/fontawesome4.min.css

CSS are meant for computer consumption, not humans.

https://www.odu.edu/etc/designs/odu/clientlibs/libs/fontawesome4.min.css
https://www.odu.edu/etc/designs/odu/clientlibs/libs/fontawesome4.min.css
https://www.odu.edu/etc/designs/odu/clientlibs/libs/fontawesome4.min.css
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Examples

We’ll be picking apart a page to find the CSS selectors

A few steps using Google
Chrome.

1 Open this url:
https://www.odu.edu/

cepd/bootcamps

2 Press F12 (the debug key)

3 Inside the HTML source,
drop down and expand until
our class date is selected on
the left

This is doable, but there are
easier ways.

https://www.odu.edu/cepd/bootcamps
https://www.odu.edu/cepd/bootcamps
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Examples

Same image.

This is doable, but there are easier ways.
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Examples

Chrome has a free plug-in: SelectorGadget

The plug-in is free.

A new icon is added to the
browser

See the red rectangle in the image.
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Examples

How to use the SelectorGadget? (1 of 4)

1 Load the page of interest.

2 Click the icon (small square
at top of page).

3 See the pop-up windows
(wide rectangle at bottom of
page)

Press the gadget icon a second time to turn it off.
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Examples

How to use the SelectorGadget? (2 of 4)

1 Click on the “item” of
interest. The item will turn
green. The bottom pop-up
will have the CSS selector
that identifies what was
clicked.

All other HTML elements what match the CSS selector will turn
yellow.
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Examples

How to use the SelectorGadget? (3 of 4)

1 Click on the “item” NOT of
interest. The item will be
outlined in red.

2 Repeat the above step until
only the “item” of interest is
highlighted. This may take
several iterations, and
scrolling up and down the
page to ensure only the
items of interest are
highlighted.
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Examples

How to use the SelectorGadget? (4 of 4)

Once only the “items” of interest
are green:
The gadget contains the CSS
selector. In this case, it is:
#content .grid-4:nth-child(4) p
Where spaces, and case are
important.

The selector is what we are after.
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Getting a field of data.

Copy and paste these lines into RStudio:

library(xml2)

library(rvest)

url <- "https://www.odu.edu/cepd/bootcamps"

selector <- "#content .grid-4:nth-child(4) p"

webPage <- read_html(url)

data <- html_text(html_nodes(webPage, selector))

data

The result is: February 23 - 25, 2018
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US Senate Bills

An interesting question.

Our numerically inclined
supervisor has an interest in
politics. Specifically, can
bi-partisan support be quantified?

How can we use R, CSS selectors, and a little math to answer the
question?
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US Senate Bills

Where/how to begin?

We’ll need to do the following:

1 Get a list of all the Senate bills

2 Get each bill’s sponsor (there will only be one)

3 Get each bill’s cosponsor (there may be none, or a bunch)

4 Get each member’s party (there are three)

5 See how often members of different parties are on the same
bill

All of this leading to a data structure, indexed by bill number,
where each bill has a list containing the sponsor and any
cosponsors in that order.
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US Senate Bills

Where/how to get a list of Senate bills?

This is the first step in our
search:
https://www.congress.gov/

and pressing the “Introduced”
link.

https://www.congress.gov/
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US Senate Bills

Limiting the search to Senate bills.

Using the filters on the left, limit
the search to the 115th Congress,
originated in the Senate, and is a
Bill.
There are 2,328 bills introduced.
Far too many to fit on a screen.
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US Senate Bills

Looking at the page:

Some details about the page:

The maximum number of
results per page is 250.

There are navigation
controls at the bottom of
the page.

The only apparent difference
between pages, is the value
of the last argument.

Changing the value of
“page” to something
extreme results in the last
valid page
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US Senate Bills

Sample URLs

URLs to get pages 3 and 5.
Lines broken for readability

https://www.congress.gov/search?searchResultViewType=expanded&

pageSort=dateOfIntroduction%3Adesc&q=%7B%22congress%22%3A%22115%22

%2C%22chamber%22%3A%22Senate%22%2C%22type%22%3A%22bills%22%7D&page=3

https://www.congress.gov/search?searchResultViewType=expanded&

pageSort=dateOfIntroduction%3Adesc&q=%7B%22congress%22%3A%22115%22

%2C%22chamber%22%3A%22Senate%22%2C%22type%22%3A%22bills%22%7D&page=5

So:

1 We can use SelectorGadget to identify the Bill number

2 We can loop across all pages, starting at 1 and continuing
until we get the same page twice

3 Collect all the Bill numbers as we go along
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US Senate Bills

Lets open the attached file, and have some fun.
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US Senate Bills

How a bill originator histogram may look

Things of interest:

Orrin Hatch’s office is really,
really busy.

Cochran’s and Schalz’s
office, not so much. (Makes
you wonder.)

Data is time sensitive, and
deserves greater examination.
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US Senate Bills

Same image.

Data is time sensitive, and deserves greater examination.
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US Senate Bills

Senate bill cosponsors.

Thins of interest:

There are some senators
who are very popular.

There are others, not so
much.

It would be interesting to
“normalize” sponsorship by
length of time in the congress. Data is time sensitive, and

deserves greater examination.
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US Senate Bills

Same image.

Data is time sensitive, and deserves greater examination.
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US Senate Bills

Given my party, what percentage of cosponsors match
my party?

There is almost a division.
Republicans are red.
Democrats are blue.
Independents are green.

By and large, people stay within
their party.
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US Senate Bills

Same image.

By and large, people stay within their party.
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US Senate Bills

Now that we have looked at the data, what other
questions could be asked and answered?

In no particular order:

1 Who are the most
influential senators? Where
influential is measured by
how many bills they are
directly, or indirectly
associated with.

2 Are senators from the same
region more likely to work
together than those not
from the same region?
(Think about senators

around the Chesapeake
Bay.)

3 What are individual
senators really interested
in? (Think about looking
at the text of their
sponsored and cosponsored
bills to understand what
they put their names to.)

4 Should be lots of others.
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Q & A time.

Q: How many bureaucrats does it
take to screw in a light bulb?
A: Two. One to assure everyone
that everything possible is being
done while the other screws the
bulb into the water faucet.
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What have we covered?

Explored a little bit of cascading
style sheets (CSS)
Used R to download web pages
Used R to extract data based on
CSS selectors

Next: Exploring the wild and woolly Web world.
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Files of interest

1 Political parties


rm(list=ls())

library(bitops)
library(RCurl)
library(xml2)
library(rvest)
library(tools)

crossParties <- function(sponsors)
{
    partyAffiliation <- function(s)
    {
        regexpr("[", s, fixed=TRUE)[1] + 1
    }
    
    originators <- c()
    party <- c()
    
    for (i in 1:length(sponsors))
    {
        originators <- c(originators, sponsors[[i]][1])
    }

    originators <- unique(originators)

    for (i in 1:length(originators))
    {
        location <- partyAffiliation(originators[[i]][1])
        party <- c(party, substr(originators[[i]][1], location, location))
    }

    df <- data.frame(R=rep(0, length(originators)),
                     D=rep(0, length(originators)),
                     I=rep(0, length(originators)),
                     MyParty=party,
                     stringsAsFactors=FALSE
                     )

    rownames(df) <- originators

    for (i in 1:length(sponsors))
    {
        numberOfCosponors <- length(sponsors[[i]])
        if (numberOfCosponors > 1)
        {
            for (j in 2:numberOfCosponors)
            {
                if (sponsors[[i]][j] == "Show cosponsors who withdrew")
                {
                    break
                }
                location <- partyAffiliation(sponsors[[i]][j])
                coSponsorParty <- substr(sponsors[[i]][j], location, location)
                df[sponsors[[i]], coSponsorParty] <- df[sponsors[[i]], coSponsorParty] + 1
            }
        }
    }

    df$MyPartyPercent <- NULL

    df$Color <- NULL
    
    for (i in 1:nrow(df))
        ## for (i in 1:85)
    {
        temp <- sum(df[i, c("R", "D", "I")])
        if (is.na(temp) == FALSE)
        {
            df$MyPartyPercent[i] <- 1 - (temp - df[i, df$MyParty[i]])/temp
            df$Color[i] <- ifelse(df$MyParty[i] == "R", "red", ifelse(df$MyParty[i] == "D", "blue", "green"))
        }
        
    }


    plot(df$MyPartyPercent, col = df$Color,
         main="Percentage of cosponsors that match sponsor party")
    
    df
}

histogramOfSponsorship <- function(sponsors, sponsor=TRUE)
{
    orginators <- c()

    xlab <- "Senators"

    
    if (sponsor == TRUE)
    {
        index <- 1
        action <- "originated"
    }
    else
    {
        index <- -1
        action <- "cosponsored"
    }

    ylab <- sprintf("Number of bills %s", action)

    mainTitle <- sprintf("Histogram of sentators and bills %s",
                         action)
    
    for (i in 1:length(sponsors))
    {
        orginators <- c(orginators, sponsors[[i]][index])
    }

    returnValue <- table(orginators)

    plot(returnValue, type="h", xaxt='n',
         ylab=ylab,
         xlab=xlab,
         main=mainTitle)

    text(1:length(returnValue),
         y=max(returnValue),
         ## y=returnValue,
         col="red",
         labels=names(returnValue),
         srt=90,
         pos=2)

    returnValue
}


getSponors <- function(billDir)
{
    summaryFiles <- list.files(billDir, pattern=".html", full.names=TRUE)

    sponsorSelector <- ".standard01 tr:nth-child(1) a"

    cosponsorSelector <- "tr:nth-child(1) a"
    cosponsorSelector <- "#cosponsors-content a"
    
    returnValue <- list()

    counter <- 0
    
    for (f in summaryFiles)
    {
        counter <- counter + 1
        
        print(sprintf("Processing %s (%d of %d)",
                      f, counter, length(summaryFiles)))

        billNumber <- file_path_sans_ext(basename(f))

        webPage <- read_html(f)

        data <- pageData(webPage, sponsorSelector)

        if (length(data) > 0)
        {
            returnValue[[billNumber]] <- data

            data <- pageData(webPage, cosponsorSelector)

            if (length(data) > 1)
            {
                data <- gsub("*", "", data, fixed=TRUE)
                
                returnValue[[billNumber]] <- c(returnValue[[billNumber]], data[-1])
            }
        }
    }

    returnValue
}

saveBills <- function(congressID=115, billNumbers, billDir, useExistingFile)
{
    sleepyTime <- 2

    counter <- 0
    
    for(bill in billNumbers)
    {

        url <- paste0("https://www.congress.gov/bill/",
                      congressID,
                      "th-congress/senate-bill/",
                      bill,
                      "/all-info",
                      sep=""
                      )
        
        fileName <- sprintf("%s/%s.html", billDir, bill)

        doWork <- TRUE

        if ((useExistingFile == TRUE) &&
            (file.exists(fileName) == TRUE) &&
            (file.size(fileName) > 100)
            )
        {
            doWork <- FALSE

            print(sprintf("Using existing file: %s", fileName))
        }

        counter <- counter + 1

        if (doWork == TRUE)
        {
            webPage <- getURL(url)

            write(webPage, file=fileName)
            Sys.sleep(sleepyTime)

            print(sprintf("Downloaded %s (%d of %d) (%s bytes)",
                      fileName,
                      counter,
                      length(billNumbers),
                      formatC(file.size(fileName), big.mark=",", format="d")
                      ))
        }

        if (counter > 10)
        {
            print(sprintf("Bailing automatic download!!"))
            break
        }
    }
}

pageData <- function(webPage, selector)
{
    html_text(html_nodes(webPage, selector))
}

getBillNumbers <- function(congressID=115, maxPages=100)
{
    sleepyTime <- 2

    dataCollection <- NULL
    
    selector <- "#main a~ a , .result-heading a"

    oldData <- NULL

    page <- 1

    doWork <- TRUE

    while(doWork == TRUE)
    {
        url <- paste0("http://www.congress.gov/search?searchResultViewType=expanded&q=%7B%22congress%22%3A%22",
                      congressID,
                      "%22%2C%22search%22%3A%22congressId%3A115%22%2C%22chamber%22%3A%22Senate%22%2C%22type%22%3A%22bills%22%7D&page=",
                      page,
                      sep="")

        webPage <- read_html(url)

        data <- pageData(webPage, selector)
        print(sprintf("There were %d data items returned.", length(data)))

        page <- page + 1

        if (identical(data, oldData) || (page >= maxPages))
        {
            doWork <- FALSE
        }

        dataCollection <- c(dataCollection, data)
        
        oldData <- data

        print(sprintf("Sleeping %d before getting page %d of %d.",
                      sleepyTime, page, maxPages))
        Sys.sleep(sleepyTime)
    }

    dataCollection
}

main <- function()
{
    billDir <- tempdir()

    congressID <- 115

    ## maxPagesToProcess <- .Machine$integer.max

    maxPagesToProcess <- 10
    
    useExistingFiles <- TRUE
    
    billNumbers <- getBillNumbers(congressID, maxPagesToProcess)

    saveBills(congressID, billNumbers, billDir, useExistingFiles)

    sponsors <- getSponors(billDir)

    oldPar <- par(ask=TRUE)

    d <- histogramOfSponsorship(sponsors, sponsor=TRUE)

    d <- histogramOfSponsorship(sponsors, sponsor=FALSE)

    d <- crossParties(sponsors)

    par(oldPar)
}

main()


''Chuck Cartledge''
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